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Interview:  Kirk Ottesen, Director of Operations, Aviation Charter 
Time/Date:  13:30, January 21, 2003 
Location:  Executive Aviation FBO, Flying Cloud Municipal Airport 
Present:  Kirchgessner, Bramble, Hallaux, Gilbertson, Perhus 
 
During the follow-up interview, Mr. Ottesen stated the following information: 
 
He said he had received the emails from the NTSB.  Those suggestions were taken as 
something the NTSB would like them to do.  The manager and a supervisor from the 
FSDO visited after they received the letter requesting changes to Aviation Charter’s 
checklists and procedures.  The FAA was shown the emails and asked to see any 
additional emails.  They said that sometimes the NTSB went straight to the carrier for 
changes.  They emphasized that they wanted to be in the loop if the NTSB suggested 
changes.  They talked about SOPs, CRM, checklists, etc.  The FAA said they would help 
out anyway they could.  The FAA said Aviation Charter was above and beyond the FARs 
and they just did not know what was going on. 
 
He did not know whether anyone spoke with Skydive Hutchison, one of Guess’s prior 
employers, prior to Guess being hired.  Ottesen did not speak with them. 
 
As to whether any efforts were made to verify Conry’s flight time prior to his being 
hired, above and beyond contacting Simmons, Ottesen said that Conry was hired based 
on the information he provided to Aviation Charter. 
 
After Aviation Charter’s 1997 accident, the company first changed to a policy requiring 
two crews at night.  That was the only immediate change Ottesen knew about.  Since 
then, Aviation Charter began sending pilots to Quick Turn (QT).  It was an insurance 
requirement for the PICs.  This started in April of 2000 or 2001.  The company changed 
insurance carriers, probably in April of 2000.  Up until then, Ottesen did not think there 
was a requirement.  The insurance contract specifies that captains will attend annual 
simulator training.  Aviation Charter decided which sim training company to use.  The 
company’s current insurance carrier was AAU.  They had sent all captains for outside 
sim training since they had been with that carrier.  Ottesen did not have a copy of the 
curriculum used at Quick Turn. 
 
When asked whether the insurance company ever asked for more detailed information 
about the captains’ sim training than a certificate of completion, Ottesen said no, 
although they did ask for a pilot history form.  Aviation Charter did not provide them a 
copy of the completion certificate either, they just noted in documentation that the 
captains had attended.  The insurance company did not require the sim training to be 
conducted in a full motion sim.  They just wanted some formal sim training from an 
outside vendor.  Most insurance companies were starting to require two-crew sim training 
across the Part 135 industry. 
 
Ottesen had not seen more detailed training records from QT than the completion of 
training certificates.  For the jets he had seen 8310 satisfactory/unsatisfactory rating 
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forms.  For the King Air Conry had basically completed an IFR check and received only 
a certificate of completion. 
 
Ottesen had never seen a certificate of attendance, only a certificate of completion. 
 
When asked what SOPs were used during sim or FTD training, Ottesen said they used the 
manufacturer’s checklist.  He said they had a differences manual that contained SOPs 
from Simuflite. 
 
When asked why they put the SOPs in the differences manual, Ottesen said, that when 
the pilots studied, they needed to have the appropriate information for whatever airplane 
they were going to be flying.  Everybody received a differences manual or had access to 
one.  SOPs had been part of that manual for quite a few years.  The company ground 
instructor had made up the manual and given Ottesen one when he was a line pilot a few 
years before. 
 
The company last held a safety meeting on January 10, 2003.  Items discussed included 
desired changes to aircraft checklists, and how to implement checklist changes in the 
General Operating Manual (GOM).  Ottesen also introduced Jordan Davies as the new 
safety officer, and told pilots to visit with him if they had any concerns.  An 
announcement was made that the new weight and balance forms had been approved by 
the FAA, and copies were distributed.  Those forms would be used in the aircraft as soon 
as the print shop returned them.  After all scheduled topics were covered, the floor was 
opened up for pilots to say whatever they wanted. 
 
Ottesen was asked whether he agreed with a number of different statements made by the 
company ground instructor, Oli Koski, during an earlier interview.  Those statements 
were listed below, with Ottesen’s response to each: 

 
• CRM was the weakest link at Aviation Charter –Koski had not brought that 

Ottesen’s attention. 
• Quick Turn provided good CRM training – They covered CRM, it was not bad. 
• Standardization at Aviation Charter was fair – Ottesen had not heard that from 

him before, but he would agree. 
• Conry had SICs fly most of the time –Ottesen was not aware of that. 
• Conry was below average in performance, forgetful, and made random errors – 

Ottesen had never heard that. 
• Some pilots used their own checklists on the line – Ottesen was not aware of that 

before the accident.  They talked about use of checklists at the last safety meeting, 
and made an announcement that use of personal checklists would not be tolerated. 

 
When asked about the existence of a memo describing SICs being allowed to land with 
passengers after 200 hours of flight experience and 50 landings in a particular type of 
airplane, Ottesen said the company had had complaints in that past that passengers did 
not like landings that had been made by first officers or felt the captains should be 
making the landings.  As a result, a while back, the company decided to let copilots get 
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proficient on landings under Part 91 operations for passenger comfort.  The company did 
not currently have that policy.  It had changed a few times.  Currently, it was left to the 
captain’s discretion whether to let a particular copilot land with passengers. 
 
When asked about a past interview comment about changing training and reference 
numbers, Ottesen explained that the number changes was made to reflect number changes 
in the FAA PTS book. 
 
When asked if the company’s relationship with the FAA had changed, Ottesen said the 
FAA had told the company they would be seeing more of the FAA because of the 
accident.  The company got Rick Shearman back as the POI.  The company’s relationship 
with Shearman was the same as when he was POI before.  When he was POI before the 
accident, Rick came out to the company almost every week.  After the FAA made him 
POI again, Shearman made sure Ottesen had his home phone number.  Then he was out 
of town for about two weeks doing training, so he had not been out a lot yet.  Shearman 
was reinstated as POI in late December.  It had only been about 3 weeks, and he was out 
of town the first two weeks.  Shearman called before he left to go out of town, however.  
Ottesen told him they would be sending some proposed changes to manuals, and the 
weight & balance form.  Aviation Charter sent the revised checklists to him while he was 
out of town.  They spoke again to him when he got back in town. 
 
When asked about the recent FAA visit, Ottesen stated that the FSDO manager came 
over on the 15th of January, 2003, or so, when Rick was still out of town.  Ottesen had 
included a letter in the box of checklists sent to Shearman, so the FSDO must have 
opened it, read the letter, and contacted Ottesen. 
 
Ottesen was asked if the company had had any contact with Tom Hager since the last 
NTSB visit.  Ottesen said the first time he met Hager in person was when he came out 
because of the accident.  A change to the chief pilot’s checkride form was the only 
change initiated by Hager. 
 
Ottesen was asked if he could explain the nature of a 1997 FAA violation that remained 
open involving flying an airplane in unairworthy status.  Ottesen said he did not know 
which airplane it was.  A private safety audit company had reported that Aviation Charter 
had multiple FAA violations, but when managers looked up these event types in an FAA 
handbook, they did not qualify as violations.  Ottesen said he did not know about the 
specific violation in 1997.  There was one King Air in Sioux Falls with a loose pitot tube 
not put back together properly.  The FAA had sent Aviation Charter a letter about that.  
Ottesen said he could find out about the violation if provided a date or administrative 
number. 
 
When asked whether Conry or Guess received pre-employment checkrides, Ottesen said 
he did not know about either.  The FAA had asked after the accident when someone was 
considered an employee at the company.  Aviation Charter said after they pass the FAA 
checkride.  The company had had several people wash out during training.  They tried to 
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give a preemployment checkride to everyone, but they were often not given until after 
ground training. 
 
Ottesen was asked if CRM training was required by Aviation Charter or by FAA 
regulation.  He said it was only required by the company. 
 
Ottesen was not involved in the 1997 RASIP.  The FAA came up with two principal 
findings, something to do with manuals.  Willman would know the details. 
 
Ottesen came back over to the Flying Cloud facility in December 2000, and became 
Director of Operations in January or February 2001.  Ottesen hired Conry.  He 
remembered the first time Conry walked in to inquire about employment in December 
2000.  After that, Conry went off flying with a friend in AZ, then he came back and was 
hired.  He was not hired because of a change in management. 
 
When asked what formal changes had been approved by the FAA since the accident, 
Ottesen said the load manifests was the only change so far.  The company had written 
FAA approval and was using the revised forms. 
 
When asked if Quick Turn training for captains was an annual requirement, he said yes.  
Quick Turn sims was not full-motion.  CRM training at Quick Turn was incorporated into 
the training, although they also offered a separate course.  In the sim, they emphasized 
CRM as part of cockpit training.  CRM training was not required by Aviation Charter’s 
manuals or by Federal regulations. 
 
QT offered a 5 day initial and a 3 day recurrent sim course.  When asked which they 
used, Ottesen said after Aviation Charter trains a pilot, they send them to the 3 day 
recurrent course. 
 
When asked if the company always used Quick Turn for the sim training, Ottesen said 
occasionally they sent pilots to the 3-day course at Sim Com, which used the same type 
of sim, with no motion.  Aviation Charter had also used Flight Safety International.  They 
was exclusively using QT at present. 
 
Ottesen was asked if there were company procedures regarding use of the autopilot 
during approaches.  He said there was certain altitudes with different autopilots, certain 
routes, and approaches that had limitations on the use of the autopilot.  Generally, he used 
the autopilot during approaches.  Some people hand flew the approaches.  It depended on 
the approach.  Non-precision approaches were often easier to hand-fly.  Some autopilots 
just had an attitude control.  One had to set attitude, then set power for desired speed.  If 
one wanted to level off, one trimmed back to zero or hit altitude hold, but then had to 
adjust power.  Ottesen did not know how many people at Aviation Charter used the 
autopilot during non-precision approaches.  The MEL did not require the presence of an 
autopilot.  Ottesen generally liked using the autopilot during single pilot operations. 
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Ottesen did not know what type of autopilot was installed in 41BE.  The maintenance 
manager would know.  It was upgraded from what they had in the other King Air 100s.  
That airplane was initially certified as a different number: C100.  The C100 had an 
upgraded avionics package and different autopilot and different motors –35 engines.  The 
aircraft ended up being too expensive, so Raytheon changed the number to A100 and the 
C100 program was scrapped.  The mechanics and operation of the autopilot would be 
very similar to the other 100s. 
 
When asked if there was procedures for using the autopilot, Ottesen said that would be in 
the POH.  Minimum altitudes would be in the GOM.  The POH information was pretty 
vague. 
 
The company did not have specific policies about whether or not to use the autopilot for 
specific approaches. 


